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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 
 
Invasion Increases Ecosystem Sensitivity to Drought in Southern California 
 
by 
 
Ellen Huiskamp Esch 
 
Doctor of Philosophy in Biology  
 
University of California, San Diego, 2017 
 
Professor Elsa E. Cleland, Chair 
 
Vegetation feedbacks to ecosystem processes represent a major source of 
uncertainty in climate change scenarios. In Southern California’s historically shrub-
dominated ecosystems, increasing drought severity and invasions by exotic species 
represent two major consequences of global change, but it is unclear how they interact 
to influence ecosystem processes. In this dissertation, I tested the hypothesis that 
		
xiii 
invasion can alter ecosystem response to drought. Chapter 1 shows that drought 
reduces ecosystem capacity for carbon gain, especially in areas with invaded 
vegetation. Invasion increased the phenological sensitivity of green-up and senescence 
dates and shortened the growing season in response to drought.  
This demonstrates that invasion can influence ecosystem responses to climate 
change when native and invading species differ in phenological sensitivity to 
environmental cues. Chapter 2 moves belowground and shows in a laboratory 
experiment that soil moisture limits microbial respiration and extracellular enzyme 
activity. Exotic litter stimulated microbial activity more than native litter, but only 
under high soil moisture. This suggests that invasion can increase microbial activity in 
soil, an effect most apparent in high rainfall years. Chapter 3 relates these findings to 
litter decomposition. Within a field experiment, invasion increased above-ground litter 
decomposition sensitivity to drought via two mechanisms: 1) increased litter quality, 
and 2) reduced canopy density allowing for greater photodegradation of the litter 
layer. Below-ground, drought limited root decomposition rates by restricting microbial 
activity. These results demonstrate that litter quality, litter position, site aridity, and 
exposure to photodegradation interact to control litter decomposition rates. Chapter 4 
evaluates potential shifts in the relative role of biotic and abiotic decomposition 
processes and shows that ultraviolet (UV) radiation differentially affects mass loss 
depending on litter identity. This chapter indicates that UV radiation influence on litter 
decomposition is less generalizable across species than originally proposed and 
suggests that the influence of abiotic decomposition depends more on canopy 
architecture and other microclimate influences than site aridity. In sum, this 
		
xiv 
dissertation shows that invasion strongly alters ecosystem response to drought, as 
measured through productivity, decomposition, and microbial functionality, and 
indicates that predictions of ecosystem response to future climate change should 
account for invasive species’ projected spread.
		 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Dryland (semi-arid and arid) ecosystems cover around 40% of the earth’s 
surface (Safriel and Adeel 2005, Reynolds et al. 2007). Rainfall is a direct and 
dominant control on many ecosystem processes such as biomass production and biotic 
rates of litter decomposition in dryland ecosystems (Noy-Meir 1973). Shifting rainfall 
regimes are a significant component of projected climate change, and droughts are 
predicted to become increasingly common and severe in the coming decades, 
especially in regions that are already arid or semi-arid (Dai 2013). How other global 
change factors will interact with growing drought severity to influence ecosystem 
processes is less clear.  
For instance, changes in soil moisture availability can influence competitive 
interactions between species leading to shifts in community composition (Maestre et 
al. 2005). In particular, drought has previously been linked to changes in invasion 
pressure, but can either promote invasion or reduce invasion, depending on the system 
(Diez et al. 2012). Invasions by exotic plant species are transforming ecosystems 
worldwide (Mack et al. 2000, Vila et al. 2011) and the different ways invasive and 
native species respond to climate change represents a major uncertainty in predicting 
ecosystem response to climate change (Walther et al. 2009, Diez et al. 2012). Invasive 
species are often found to increase ecosystem productivity (Liao et al. 2008, Vila et al. 
2011) although considerable variation in the effect magnitude across environmental 
gradients is noted (Eldridge et al. 2011, Sorte et al. 2013). A recent meta-analysis 
suggests that exotic plant species tend to have higher performance under high 
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precipitation, while native species tend to have higher performance under low 
precipitation (Sorte et al. 2013), but with significant variation across systems. 
Invasive species have been hypothesized to benefit from climate change 
(Dukes and Mooney 1999, Bradley et al. 2010). Mechanistically, invaders might have 
broader climate tolerances than native species (Goodwin et al. 1999, Qian and 
Ricklefs 2006), have greater potential for phenotypic plasticity (Davidson et al. 2011), 
and have greater potential for rapid evolution in response to climate change (Nguyen 
et al. 2016). Meta-analyses have also shown that invasive species tend to differ in their 
functional traits, when compared to native species. For instance, invaders tend to have 
traits correlated with high resource acquisition, fast growth (Leishman et al. 2007, van 
Kleunen et al. 2010), and low water use efficiency (Cavaleri and Sack 2010). These 
traits may contribute to invasive success during periods of high resource availability, 
but the onset of severe abiotic stress could suppress the growth of species which lack 
adaptations for drought-tolerance. Hence productivity at the ecosystem level might be 
more reduced by drought in areas invaded by drought-intolerant species, if invasion 
has displaced drought-tolerant natives. 
In addition to altering ecosystem productivity, the combination of drought and 
invasion is likely to strongly impact decomposition, which is jointly influenced by 
climate and litter chemistry (Aerts 1997, Gholz et al. 2000, Silver and Miya 2001). 
Episodic rain events exert strong control over microbial activity in dryland 
ecosystems, stimulating ecosystem-level biogeochemical cycling, including 
decomposition rates (Austin et al. 2004, Schwinning and Sala 2004, Collins et al. 
2008, Chen et al. 2009, Austin et al. 2016). Rewetting episodes cause spikes in 
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microbial respiration and activity (Birch 1958), in turn increasing biotic 
decomposition of litter. Hence drought is expected to reduce microbial activity and 
decomposition rates in dryland ecosystems. Conversely, invasion is predicted to 
increase decomposition rates. Meta-analyses demonstrate that decomposition and 
nutrient-cycling rates are accelerated by invasion, because invasive species tend to 
have higher tissue quality than native species (Ehrenfeld 2003, Liao et al. 2008, 
Castro-Diez et al. 2014).  
Decomposition in dryland ecosystems, however, is poorly modeled by classic 
climatic and litter chemistry variables (Throop and Archer 2009, Austin 2011, King et 
al. 2012). Abiotic decomposition via photodegradation helps explain faster rates of 
decomposition than expected based on regional climate (Austin and Vivanco 2006). 
Longer dry periods and overall declines in precipitation associated with climate 
change may increase the importance of photodegradation. The magnitude of this shift 
will depend on the ability of microbial communities to acclimate or shift community 
composition to taxa that can maintain activity in low moisture environments (Hawkes 
and Keitt 2015) and susceptibility of litter substrates to photodegradation (Austin and 
Ballare 2010). While early laboratory studies suggested that lignin was particularly 
susceptible to photodegradation, recent field studies suggest that cellulose and hemi-
cellulose fractions are most susceptible to UV photodegradation (Lin and King 2014, 
Baker and Allison 2015). The relative susceptibility of native versus exotic litter to 
photodegradation is unknown; however if fast-growing species, such as many invaders 
have high cellulose and hemi-cellulose content in their litter, they would be expected 
to display high rates of photodegradation. 
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The work presented in this thesis is focused in coastal sage scrub, a 
Mediterranean-type ecosystems in Southern California, in a region projected be 
disproportionately affected by increased intensity and variability of precipitation 
events (Diffenbaugh and Giorgi 2012, Yoon et al. 2015). Historically dominated by 
native shrub communities, coastal sage scrub is increasing invaded by exotic annual 
species (Barbour et al. 2007) and this trend holds for Mediterranean-type ecosystems 
worldwide (Funk et al. 2016). This thesis focuses on how altered precipitation directly 
(rainfall) and indirectly (shifting species composition) alters ecosystem functioning in 
southern California’s coastal sage scrub ecosystem. The dissertation consists of four 
chapters that address different components of ecosystem response to altered 
precipitation and shifting community composition. In Chapter 1, I evaluated how 
invasion affects ecosystem productivity and phenological responses under drought. 
Chapter 2 investigated the short and long-term effects of altered precipitation on soil 
microbial respiration and extracellular enzyme activity in a laboratory experiment. 
Chapter 3 focused on decomposition rates within the context of a field experiment and 
Chapter 4 evaluated the relative influence of abiotic and biotic controls on 
decomposition with growing drought severity. 
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CHAPTER 1  
Invasion alters ecosystem response to drought via increased phenological sensitivity 
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Abstract 
Changing plant phenology is a key signal of climate change (Root et al. 2003, 
Parmesan 2007) and earlier green-up or senescence can have large impacts of 
ecosystem productivity (Richardson et al. 2010, Xia et al. 2015). However, species 
vary considerably in their phenological sensitivity to environmental cues (Parmesan 
2007, Cook et al. 2012). For instance invasive species have higher phenological 
sensitivity to climate change than native species in some regions (Willis et al. 2010, 
Wolkovich et al. 2013), and hence invasion could modify how ecosystem carbon gain 
responds to climate change. In an experimental drought manipulation (2012 – 2016) in 
Southern California coastal sage scrub, we demonstrate that invasion lowered the 
potential for ecosystem carbon gain via increased phenological sensitivity to drought. 
We measured canopy greenness (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index NDVI) as a 
proxy for potential ecosystem carbon gain, allowing us to compare productivity of 
plots dominated by herbaceous invasive species, versus woody perennial native 
species. Areas dominated by invasive species as compared to native species had up to 
a 70% reduction in maximum NDVI under severe drought conditions but only a 21% 
reduction compared to native communities under long-term average rainfall. Hence 
invasion by exotic species and climate-changed-induced drought are likely to act 
synergistically to reduce ecosystem capacity for carbon gain. Our findings suggest that 
predictions of ecosystem responses to future climate change could be improved by 
projecting of the spread of invasive species and accounting for phenological variation 
between native and invading species. 
Introduction 
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Phenology is a key functional trait for plant species; important for determining 
interaction strength among species in diverse communities (Rathcke and Lacey 1985) 
and influencing ecosystem-level carbon gain through growing season timing (Piao et 
al. 2007). In concert with climate change, shifting phenology has been observed 
worldwide both at the species level (Root et al. 2003, Parmesan 2007) and in 
ecosystem-level measures of plant growth and carbon gain (Richardson et al. 2010, 
Piao et al. 2015, Xia et al. 2015). Species vary greatly in their phenological sensitivity 
to rising temperatures (Parmesan 2007, Cook et al. 2012), suggesting that the 
combination of shifting species composition and shifting phenology could jointly alter 
ecosystem-level seasonality of carbon gain under future climates.  
 Invasions by exotic plant species are transforming the species composition and 
functioning of ecosystems worldwide (Vila et al. 2011) and differential phenological 
sensitivity to environmental cues between native and exotic species is a mechanism by 
which shifting species composition can impact ecosystem processes. Meta-analyses 
have revealed that invasive species tend to have greater phenological sensitivity to 
rising temperatures than native species (Willis et al. 2010, Wolkovich et al. 2013) with 
important ramifications for ecosystem productivity. For example, understory invaders 
in eastern deciduous forests of the U.S. with can extend their leaf phenology later than 
native species in response to recent warming, prolonging the photosynthetic growing 
season (Fridley 2012), thus increasing carbon uptake at the ecosystem level. In 
contrast, increased winter rainfall (a projected component of climate change) in a 
Colorado grassland caused faster growth and earlier senescence by invasive grasses, 
lowering carbon captured in above-ground biomass (Prevey and Seastedt 2014). 
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Hence, invasion can significantly alter ecosystem responses to climate change via 
differences in phenological sensitivity of native versus exotic species, but the 
magnitude and direction of these impacts likely depend on the system and the 
functional traits of the dominant invaders. 
 The Mediterranean-type ecosystems of Southern California have been 
historically dominated by native shrubs but are increasingly invaded by exotic 
herbaceous species, due increased human disturbance, nitrogen deposition, and 
accelerating fire frequency. It can be challenging to evaluate the impact of herbaceous 
invaders on productivity in a woody-dominated system, because the methods for 
evaluating productivity differ between these functional groups. The Normalized 
Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) is a measure of "canopy greenness" which is 
correlated with ecosystem CO2 fluxes (Fuentes et al. 2006), and is a good proxy for 
photosynthetically active biomass across multiple ecosystem types including 
grasslands, forests, and shrublands (Gamon et al. 1995) NDVI is particularly valuable 
as a non-destructive method for estimating ecosystem-level productivity, because 
traditional productivity metrics based on destructive biomass harvests are challenging 
to compare between herbaceous and woody species. Repeated seasonal measures of 
NDVI also permit an evaluation of the phenology of ecosystem carbon gain.   
 In this study we tested the hypothesis that invasion can alter ecosystem-level 
response to climate changes via greater phenological sensitively to climate, compared 
with native species. We focus on measures of potential carbon gain (NDVI) measured 
over four years within a rainfall manipulation experiment in southern California. 
Increasing drought occurrence and severity is a major prediction of climate change in 
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the coming decades (Dai 2013), and an important aspect of regional climate change. 
We recognize that woody encroachment into grass-dominated ecosystems is another 
important invasion processes (Scholes and Archer 1997), yet invasive species are 
disproportionately herbaceous annuals (Sutherland 2004), and the specific invasion 
dynamics in our system are generalizable to other Mediterranean-type ecosystems 
(Funk et al. 2016). We expected that drought would reduce overall ecosystem capacity 
for carbon uptake, but that native species would be more buffered against the negative 
effects of drought on productivity. Background rainfall variability tends to be high in 
arid and semi-arid sites, and a long evolutionary history within these environments 
could reduce the negative effects of drought on native species.  
Methods 
Study area and experimental design 
This experiment was conducted at the San Diego State University Santa 
Margarita Ecological Reserve (San Diego County, CA, USA). The region has a 
Mediterranean-type climate with a winter rainy season, with a 30-year (1981-2010) 
average of 358 mm yr-1 of rainfall, 94% of which falls between October 1 and April 31 
(NOAA Camp Pendleton MCAS, CA US). The study site was previously grazed but 
has been re-colonized by the native shrub species that dominate the surrounding 
vegetation, now characterized by a heterogeneous matrix of coastal sage scrub 
vegetation and exotic annual grasses. Salvia mellifera and Artemesia californica are 
the dominant native shrubs with Nassella pulchra (a perennial native grass) often 
occurring in the understory. The dominant invasive grass is Bromus madritensis, and 
the forbs Erodium cicutarium and Hirschfeldia incana are also common in the invaded 
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areas. Measurements of soil C, N and bulk density showed no pre-treatment 
differences between plots dominated by exotic species versus native shrubs (Lipson, 
unpublished data). 
Experimental rainfall manipulation plots (3 m × 3 m) were established prior to 
the 2012-13 growing season. Plots were covered with a clear, polycarbonate roof 
permitting 83% of available PAR light transmission but intercepting all rainfall during 
the growing season. Collected rainfall was re-applied using sprinkler heads mounted 
in the corners of each plot at three rainfall levels (%50, %100, and %150 of ambient 
rainfall) after rainfall events. Rain events in excess of 18 mm were split into multiple 
application days to reduce surface water run-off of plots. Small rain events (< 2 mm) 
were pooled into larger events, as our system was not capable of applying events 
below that threshold. Plots were established with a dominant plant community 
composition of either native shrub or invaded grassland. Five replicates of each 
rainfall and community composition treatment were used (total n = 30). The total 
number of precipitation events were similar over the main growing season from 1 
September to 31 May throughout the four years (between 13 and 14 rainfall events), 
but mean annual rainfall varied from 125.67 mm – 180.88 mm (Supplemental Fig. 1). 
As the four years the study was conducted were unusually dry, our measurements in 
effect became severe drought, moderate drought, and normal precipitation treatments, 
and are presented as such. 
NDVI measurements and phenological dates 
 Normalized difference vegetation indexes (NDVI) were measured throughout 
the course of each growing season using a multispectral radiometer (PP Systems, 
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Amesbury, MA during the 2013 growing season, and Cropscan Inc., Rochester, MN 
thereafter). NDVI was calculated with the equation: 
 
where R represents reflectance, with subscript indicating the wavelength. On each 
date, four subsamples were recorded per plot at a distance of 1 m in from each plot 
corner. Subsamples were omitted using the interquartile range (IQR) – if they fell 
outside the third quartile+1.5*IQR or the first quartile-1.5*IQR. Outliers were omitted 
as false highs can result from transmission errors and false lows due to shade or cloud 
cover (Pettorelli et al. 2005). Remaining subsamples were averaged, resulting in one 
measure of NDVI for each plot per date, and NDVI was standardized between the two 
instruments based on measurements taken during the non-active summer period after 
the 2013 growing season and before the 2014 growing season (19 August 2013 and 12 
October 2013).  
Phenological dates of green-up, peak NDVI, and senescence date were 
extracted by fitting cubic splines to the measured means in NDVI (Buitenwerf et al. 
2015). We calculated green-up and senescence dates using scaled and centered (-1 to 
+1) first and second derivatives of the fitted spline function, in a manner similar to 
Buitenwerf et al. (2015). The start of season date needed to meet the following 
conditions: 1) the scaled and centered first derivative needed to be positive (indicating 
that the spline function would be increasing), 2) that the fitted NDVI from the spline 
function needed to be above a lower-limit threshold value, and 3) the sum of the 
scaled and centered first and second derivatives must indicate a local maxima (i.e., the 
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difference in summation decreases from day x to day x+1, selected for using the 
‘rollapply’ function (Zeileis and Grothendieck 2005). Local maxima were preferred 
over global maxima since NDVI data are subject to interseasonal fluctuations, and we 
are interested in the first, rather than largest, peak in NDVI to indicate green up. The 
lower-limit threshold value was selected using the lowest ground-truthed data where 
measured biomass was 0.263 g/ m2 and corresponding NDVI was 0.091; hence a 
threshold of 0.09 was used as indicative that green-up had occurred and biomass was 
likely to be produced. As such, some plots were excluded from analysis if they failed 
to exceed a plot-averaged NDVI value of 0.09. Date of maximum NDVI was simply 
the date of maximum NDVI according to the fitted model. Senescence date 
corresponded to the minimum value of the difference between the first and second 
derivatives, needed to occur after the date of maximum NDVI, and be above the lower 
cutoff threshold (0.09). Seasonally intergraded NDVI was calculated between green-
up to senesce date using the ‘rollmean’ function (Zeileis and Grothendieck 2005) to 
determine the area of trapezium figures on a daily time step.  
As found in previous studies, NDVI and herbaceous biomass are strongly 
correlated (Supplemental Fig. 2) (Gamon et al. 1995). Using destructively sampled 
herbaceous biomass plots in the invaded plots, we related the natural log of green leaf 
biomass to seasonal maximum NDVI fitted by our models (p < 0.001, R2 = 0.40, 
NDVImax = 0.080 × ln(Biomass g/m2) - 0.037). Although not tested in this study, past 
work shows a strong correlation between NDVI and canopy-level potential for 
photosynthetic carbon gain between NDVI and shrub leaf area as measured by green-
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leaf biomass, and this relationship has been shown to be the same between grasses and 
shrubs (Gamon et al. 1995).  
Statistical analysis 
Data analysis was performed in R version 3.3.0 (R Core Team 2016). Datasets 
for ecosystem phenology (green-up date and date of maximum NDVI), for the 
maximum observed plot-level value of NDVI, and of seasonally-integrated NDVI 
were analyzed with linear models using the lm call. Initial linear models were run with 
three factors: community composition (exotic versus native), rainfall treatment (%50, 
%100 or %150 as a continuous variable), and growing season (2013, 2014, 2015, 
2016). When growing season had a significant interaction with other model terms, a 
subsequent model was run separating the effects of community composition and 
rainfall by each growing season. Significance of all factors was evaluated with Type II 
tests using the Anova function in the car package (Fox and Weisberg 2011) and F- 
ratio statistics for models in lm. As a post-hoc test, significance of rainfall and 
community composition interaction terms was determined using linear models 
evaluating a given response to rainfall treatment for each community type.  
 We used a model averaging approach (Grueber et al. 2011) to assess the 
importance of phenological dates and community composition on the potential for 
ecosystem carbon gain. We fit all possible subsets of the following model: 
Maximum NDVI ~ Growing Season Length + Green-up + Senescence + 
Community Composition + Growing Season Length:Growing Season Length 
+Green-up:Growing Season Length + Senescence:Growing Season Length  
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where we also held growing season year as a random variable using the lmer call. 
Model averaging was then used including all models within 7 AICc units of the best 
model. 
 These data are published in the Knowledge Network for Biocomplexity 
database under the same name as this manuscript.  
Results 
Canopy greenness (NDVI) varied seasonally, peaking yearly in the spring 
following the winter rainy season in this Mediterranean-type ecosystem. Figure 1 
shows the overall effect of drought and invasion on canopy greenness over the length 
of the experiment. Seasonally integrated NDVI indicates that drought reduced the 
ability of the ecosystem to uptake carbon regardless of invasion status (Fig. 2a, F = 
36.81, p < 0.001), consistent with prior observations of water limitation on 
productivity in arid and semi-arid systems (Noy-Meir 1973). Moreover, seasonally 
integrated NDVI varied among years (Fig. 2a, F = 9.22, p < 0.001) further indicating 
this ecosystem is sensitive to drought, despite adaptations for drought tolerance in 
native shrubs, and drought-avoidance by herbaceous annual species in the system. 
Notably, the 2014 growing season was the driest experimental year (Supplemental Fig. 
1a) and had the lowest season-integrated NDVI. 
Native dominated communities maintained higher NDVI than invaded 
communities – on average, native plots had five times greater seasonally-integrated 
NDVI (Fig. 2a, F = 316.13, p < 0.001). Considering maximum NDVI, we found non-
additive responses of invasion and drought (Fig. 2b, community × rainfall interaction 
F = 20.05, p < 0.001). Specifically, the native community’s maximum NDVI was not 
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affected by rainfall treatment (p = 0.250) despite seasonally integrated NDVI 
decreasing with drought severity. Conversely, drought strongly reduced maximum 
NDVI within invaded communities (Fig. 2b, p < 0.001); on average, maximum NDVI 
was reduced by 70% with invasion under severe drought. 
Mechanistically, growing-season length was the best predictor of maximum 
NDVI, based on a model-averaging approach (Supplemental Table 2). Moreover, 
rainfall amount and growing season length were significantly correlated for both 
native (p = 0.007, r = 0.34) and invaded plots (p = 0.004, r = 0.41). Invaded 
communities had significantly later green-up dates when compared to native 
communities yet green-up date was largely insensitive to drought severity regardless 
of community type (Table 1, Fig. 3c). Green-up date of perennial species was 
similarly insensitive to drought treatment (except during 2015) but occurred earlier 
than green-up of invaded areas (Table 1, Fig. 3c). Still, increasing drought severity 
caused native communities to senesce earlier in the 2013 and 2015 growing seasons 
(Table 1, Fig 3; post-hoc p = 0.097 and p = 0.421 for 2014 and 2016, respectively) 
while increasing drought severity caused invaded communities to senesce earlier in all 
years (Table 1, Fig. 3; post-hoc p = 0.005 and p = 0.004 in 2014 and 2016, 
respectively).  
Discussion 
Native dominated communities maintained higher NDVI than invaded 
communities – on average, native plots had five times greater seasonally-integrated 
NDVI. This contrasts with findings from a meta-analysis where invasion increased 
aboveground net primary productivity by an average of 57% (Vila et al. 2011); this 
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study, however did not account for the potential for environmental context to influence 
the magnitude of this effect. In our system, as in semi-arid Mediterranean type 
ecosystems worldwide, invasive species have disproportionately annual life histories 
(Funk et al. 2016) while those dominating the native communities tend to be woody 
perennials. Factors associated with these life history traits likely contribute to reduced 
potential for ecosystem carbon capture with invasion. For instance, perennial species 
can store non-structural carbohydrates to support growth and buffer against negative 
effects of seasonal droughts on productivity (O'Brien et al. 2014). Results from this 
study show that invasion coupled with drought will likely cause declining carbon 
uptake in this ecosystem.  
Photosynthetically active biomass integrated on a seasonal timescale provides 
a useful proxy for of changes in ecosystem carbon update, but measures of peak 
canopy greenness vary from our seasonally-integrated findings. This apparent 
discrepancy between drought’s influence on maximum NDVI and seasonally 
integrated NDVI within the native communities indicates the strongest response to 
precipitation occurs at the shoulders of the growing season. Further, this implies that 
entire growing seasons should be evaluated when considering how drought impacts 
ecosystem productivity.  
Conversely, drought strongly reduced maximum NDVI within invaded 
communities; on average, maximum NDVI was reduced by 70% with invasion under 
severe drought. Because the predominant invaders in this system have an annual life-
history, part of the reduction in maximum NDVI is likely due to a population-level 
decline in the number of individuals that germinated and survived, in addition to a 
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reduced growth response at the individual level. Meta-analyses suggest that invasive 
species are more likely than native species to have traits associated with an ability to 
capitalize on high resource availability, such as high rates of resource acquisition, fast 
growth (Leishman et al. 2007, van Kleunen et al. 2010) and greater phenotypic 
plasticity compared with native species (Richards et al. 2006). These traits may 
contribute to invader success during years of normal or high rainfall. During drought 
conditions, however, moisture limitation may constrain the productivity for species 
which lack adaptations for drought-tolerance (Ackerly 2004). Thus, degree to which 
these findings can be generalized to other ecosystems will depend both on the traits of 
the dominant invaders, and also on environmental context.  
Mechanistically, we show compelling evidence that invasion lowers ecosystem 
carbon capture ability through strong alterations in ecosystem-level phenology. 
Longer growing seasons have been linked to greater ecosystem productivity with 
trends in recent years showing both earlier green-up and delayed senescence (Xia et al. 
2015), and we showed that the combination of these two phenological dates – rather 
than an individual green-up or senescence date – had strong influences on maximum 
achieved NDVI. As rainfall amount and growing season length were significantly 
correlated for both native and invaded plots, we conclude that increasing drought 
severity may further shorten growing season length, thereby reducing ecosystem 
potential for carbon capture.  
Invaded communities had green-up dates largely insensitive to drought severity 
regardless of community type. This suggests that the first significant rain event – 
regardless of whether that event small or large – cues annual germination in this 
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system (Bartolome 1979). Green-up date of perennial species was similarly insensitive 
to drought treatment but occurred earlier than green-up of invaded areas. If leaf-out 
was solely influenced by precipitation, we would have expected simultaneous green-
up across community types. Other seasonal cues, such as temperature, are known to 
have complex interactions with rainfall to influence phenology (Rathcke and Lacey 
1985), and are likely interacting to affect native green-up. Joint precipitation-
temperature cues also likely affected the timing of maximum NDVI which varied 
among years. Delayed senescence of native as compared to invaded communities is 
likely conferred by evolved drought tolerance in native species (Ackerly 2004) or 
perennial life histories allowing these species to maintain photosynthetically active 
biomass later into the growing season.  
Invasive species have previously shown greater phenological flexibility, or 
ability to track temperature changes through shifts in their phenology, as compared to 
native species (Fridley 2012). Our study similarly indicates that invaders may have 
greater phenological flexibility as it applies to precipitation changes. Previous studies 
have shown that greater phenological sensitivity generally benefits species, for 
instance occupancy of novel temporal niches associated with phenological flexibility 
can contribute to invader success via opportunities to uptake multiple resources earlier 
than competitors (Wolkovich and Cleland 2011). In the context of our study, invaders 
had greater phenological sensitivity to precipitation, and the absence of 
photosynthetically active native species would signify an open niche. However, the 
native community’s activity spans the period when invasive communities green-up, 
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indicating that invaders are not likely taking advantage of open niches within this 
system.  
In sum, this study found that invasion and increasing drought severity are 
likely to synergistically reduce ecosystem potential for carbon gain. This demonstrates 
how shifting species composition, in this case through invasion by herbaceous annual 
species, influences carbon cycle feedbacks to climate change. This reduced potential 
for ecosystem carbon uptake resulting from invasion occurred in the absence of large, 
landscape-level processes such as fire, and rather through a shortened growing season. 
Future efforts to model carbon cycle feedbacks to climate change may hence be 
improved through incorporating estimates of invasion spread with climate change, as 
well as the divergence in phenology between native species and invaders that are 
becoming increasingly abundant. 
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Figure 1.1 NDVI on each measurement date for plots dominated by (a) exotic species, 
and (b) native species, over four growing seasons. Colors indicate experimental 
rainfall treatments (red = severe drought, green = moderate drought, blue = normal), 
and error bars represent ± 1 SE. 
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Figure 1.2. Seasonal integrated NDVI (a) and maximum NDVI (b) by community 
composition and rainfall treatment for the four growing seasons. Colors indicate 
dominant plot community composition (yellow = invaded, green = native) and point 
shape indicates growing season year. Points are offset on the x axis only by growing 
season to improve readability. Seasonal integrated NDVI had no significant 
interactions with rainfall treatment, so the global model is presented. Maximum NDVI 
had a significant interaction between community composition and rainfall treatment 
and subsequent linear model post-hoc tests indicated that only the invaded community 
had a significant relationship between maximum NDVI and rainfall, thus the line of 
best fit is shown only for the invaded community.  
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Figure 1.3 Date of first green-up, maximum NDVI, and senescence by community 
composition and rainfall treatment for each of the four growing seasons (A = 2013, B 
= 2014, C = 2015, D = 2016). Colors indicate dominant plot community composition 
(yellow = invaded, green = native), and point shape indicates date type (triangle = 
green-up, square = maximum NDVI, circle = senescence). Error bars represent ± 1 SE. 
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Appendix 1A 
 
Figure 1A.1:  Precipitation applied (a) and number of rain events (b) over each 
growing season. In the top panel the precipitation amount (in mm) listed for each year 
in the legend reflects the amount of rain that fell during that month and was applied to 
the %100 treatment, with %50 less rainfall applied in the %50 rainfall treatment and 
%50 more rainfall applied in the %150 rainfall treatment. Colors indicate different 
growing seasons. 
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Figure 1A.2:  Relationship between herbaceous biomass and maximum NDVI, 
measured only in the invaded plots. 
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Table 1A.2:  Model averaging results predicting seasonal maximum NDVI containing 
any parameter that was within 7 AICc units of the best model. Parameters include the 
date of green up (Green-up), date of senescence (Senescence), the growing season 
length as number of days between green-up and senescence dates (GS Length), and 
community composition (CC). 
 
 
 
 
 
Chapter 1, in full, is currently being prepared for submission for publication of the 
material. Esch, E. E., D. Lipson, and E. E. Cleland. The dissertation author is the 
primary investigator and author of this paper.  
  
Parameter Relative Importance Estimate z - value 
Intercept   0.399 11.237 
GS Length 1 0.200 5.200 
CC 0.16 0.074 1.760 
Green-up 0.08 0.059 1.633 
Senescence 0.04 0.044 1.078 
CC:GS Length 0.03 -0.121 1.434 
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CHAPTER 2  
Direct and indirect effects of shifting rainfall on soil microbila respiration and enzyme 
activity in a semi-arid system 
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and E. E. Cleland. 2017. Direct and indirect effects of shifting rainfall on soil 
microbial respiration and enzyme activity in a semi-arid system. Plant and Soil 411: 
333-346. The dissertation author is the primary investigator and author of this paper. 
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CHAPTER 3  
Invasion alters decomposition responses to drought through differential above- and 
below- ground sensitivity to microbial and microclimate influences 
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Abstract 
Vegetation feedbacks to ecosystem processes represent a major source of uncertainty 
in models of carbon cycle responses to global change. Invasion in many ecosystems is 
altering ecosystem process rates, including decomposition, but it is unclear how this 
widespread shift in species composition will influence ecosystem responses to global 
change. Many arid and semi-arid ecosystems worldwide are predicted to experience 
increasingly severe drought in the coming decades. Drought coupled with invasion 
may influence the sensitivity of decomposition in these dryland systems, where classic 
litter decomposition models poorly represent realized process rates. This study focused 
on a traditionally shrub-dominated system which has been invaded by exotic 
herbaceous species. In a rainfall manipulation experiment we found that invasion 
increased the sensitivity of litter decomposition to drought, and subsequent 
experiments isolated the mechanistic roles of microbial processes versus microclimate. 
Litter inputs from exotic species accelerated microbial decomposition rates relative to 
native species, likely via increased litter quality. Invasion also altered canopy 
architecture, increasing leaf litter exposure to photodegradation, an additional 
mechanism by which invasion can accelerate litter decomposition rates in dryland 
systems. Drought had relatively little influence on decomposition rates aboveground, 
however belowground roots of exotic species decomposed more slowly with 
increasing moisture limitation than did roots of native species. These results 
demonstrate how invasion altered the sensitivity of a critical ecosystem process in 
response to drought, though the degree to which this study can predict responses in 
other ecosystems will depend on litter position (above- or below- ground), site canopy 
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architecture, exposure to photodegradation, and background moisture limitation of 
microbial communities. 
Introduction 
Covering around 40% of the earth’s surface (Safriel and Adeel 2005, Reynolds 
et al. 2007), dryland (semi-arid and arid) ecosystems have been identified as key 
drivers of interannual variability in the global carbon (C) cycle (Poulter et al. 2014, 
Ahlstrom et al. 2015). The impacts of climate change on litter decomposition, 
however, represents a major uncertainty in predicting how these ecosystems will 
contribute to future terrestrial C sinks (Poulter et al. 2014). Climate change is 
projected to increase the severity and occurrence of droughts (Dai 2013). This could 
have particularly important ramifications in dryland systems where precipitation 
patterns and water availability already exert strong control on many ecosystem 
processes, including decomposition (Noy-Meir 1973). A priori predictions suggest 
that drought should decrease both annual primary production and biotically mediated 
decomposition rates; non-symmetric alterations of these processes will have 
implications for C storage. Altered precipitation patterns may also influence 
decomposition rates by shifting species composition (Weltzin et al. 2003) and 
subsequently changing the quality and quantity of litter inputs. Consequently, the 
effects of altered precipitation will likely have direct (via soil moisture) and indirect 
(though shifting species composition) effects on decomposition in dryland ecosystems.  
Invasion by exotic annual species is occurring in many ecosystems worldwide 
(Funk et al. 2016), and this trend is expected to continue if climate change promotes 
invasion (Dukes and Mooney 1999, Diez et al. 2012). If invading species differ from 
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native species in their traits, including litter chemistry, this could alter litter 
decomposition rates (Cornwell et al. 2008). A meta-analysis found invasive species 
accelerated litter decomposition by having more labile litter as compared to native 
species (Liao et al. 2008) although there is considerable variation in the directionality 
and magnitude of this effect (Vila et al. 2011, Jo et al. 2016). Invasion can also change 
canopy architecture, for instance impeding ultraviolet (UV) photodegradation by 
producing a thick thatch layer (Henry et al. 2008, Wolkovich et al. 2010), or even by 
changing local microclimate (Bradford et al. 2016). Despite the potential for invasion 
to alter decomposition responses in drought scenarios, there are few studies addressing 
this knowledge gap (but see Schuster et al. 2016), and none in dryland ecosystems.   
The direct effects of rainfall are well documented in dryland ecosystems. 
Dryland systems are characterized by episodic rain events which exert strong, direct 
influences on microbial activity, further affecting decomposition rates (Austin et al. 
2004, Schwinning and Sala 2004, Collins et al. 2008). Rewetting episodes cause 
spikes in microbial respiration and activity (Birch 1958), and correspond to high rates 
of biotic litter decomposition. However, decomposition rates in water-limited systems 
are consistently underestimated by classic models linking soil moisture and microbial 
activity (Throop and Archer 2009, Austin 2011). Abiotic photodegradation helps to 
explain the gap in predicted and measured rates of decomposition (Austin and 
Vivanco 2006, Henry et al. 2008). With projected growing drought severity, 
photodegradation may become an increasingly important control over decomposition 
in semi-arid ecosystems as microbially mediated decomposition processes become 
more water limited (King et al. 2012).  
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Variation in soil moisture may differentially affect decomposition processes 
depending on litter position. Dryland systems have some of the highest proportional 
allocation to below-ground structures across the world's ecosystems (Jackson et al. 
1996, Mokany et al. 2006), making it critical to evaluate the relative sensitivity of 
decomposition to variation in rainfall and soil moisture in both above- and below-
ground tissues. Globally, substrate chemistry is the strongest predictor of root 
decomposition rates which when coupled with climatic variables explains 
approximately 90% of variation in root decomposition rates (Silver and Miya 2001). 
Soil coverage of litter reduces the influence of photodegradation (Barnes et al. 2012) 
and hence root decomposition is likely to depend on climatic and litter chemistry 
variables rather than be influenced by photodegradation, even in arid and semi-arid 
ecosystems (Kemp et al. 2003, Austin et al. 2009). As a result, decomposition patterns 
of above- and below- ground tissues may experience differential responses to shifting 
precipitation patterns. Expected reductions in root decomposition during droughts 
could be an important mechanism through which dryland ecosystems maintain C 
stores. Coordination between leaf and root decomposability within species (Freschet et 
al. 2012) suggests that invasion will also accelerate decomposition rates belowground 
relative to native species (but see Jo et al. 2016).  
Extracellular enzyme activity complements direct measures of decomposition 
under experimental manipulations. Extracellular enzymes produced by soil microbes 
serve as indications of microbial demand for nutrients (Allison and Vitousek 2005, 
Sinsabaugh et al. 2008) and give integrated information about soil microbial 
functionality. Across a precipitation gradient, historically drier sites have lower overall 
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enzyme production yet greater sensitivity to interannual rainfall variation (Averill et 
al. 2016) via long-term soil moisture limitations constraining microbial activity but 
also selecting for microbial strategies adapted to capitalize on highly variable rain 
events. Hence, soil microbial functionality in dryland systems may be buffered against 
changing rainfall quantities. Shifts in litter inputs, as an indirect influence of drought, 
however likely will have immediate impacts on soil enzyme activities. Invasion has 
shown to increase overall enzyme activity, generally lower C:N ratios of invasive 
species tend to stimulate overall enzyme production, especially those involved in 
acquiring C (Kourtev et al. 2003, Allison et al. 2006).  
In this study, we specifically test the hypothesis that invasion by exotic annual 
species could alter the response of litter decomposition to drought in southern 
California’s semi-arid coastal sage scrub ecosystem. We used a rainfall manipulation 
experiment to quantify drought responses in a realistic ecosystem context, and 
subsequent experiments to isolate the potential mechanism of microbial and 
microclimate factors responsible for the patterns observed in the field experiment. 
Drought was expected to decrease decomposition rates and enzyme activity by 
inducing moisture stress on microbial communities. Moreover, we hypothesized that 
this effect would be stronger for below- ground versus above- ground decomposition 
given the potential role of abiotic photodegradation above-ground, which is not likely 
to be sensitive to rainfall (Brandt et al. 2010). Secondly, invasive species were 
hypothesized to be associated with an increase in decomposition rates influenced by 
labile litter chemistry, heightening the sensitivity of decomposition to drought in this 
system. 
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Methods 
Experimental design 
Litterbags were deployed at the San Diego State University Santa Margarita 
Ecological Reserve (Fallbrook, CA, USA) under three different rainfall regimes and 
two dominant community compositions. The region has a semi-arid Mediterranean-
type climate, averaging 358 mm yr-1 of rainfall, 94% of which falls between October 1 
and April 31 (NOAA Camp Pendleton MCAS, CA US). The vegetation is a 
heterogeneous matrix of coastal sage scrub (Artemisia california and Salvia mellifera 
are the dominant native shrubs) and exotic annuals (Bromus madritensis, Erodium 
cicutarium, and Hirschfeldia incana are dominant in the invaded areas).  
At the site, an experimental rainfall treatment was established prior to the 
2012-2013 growing season. Thirty experimental rainfall manipulation plots (3 m × 3 
m) were covered with a clear, polycarbonate roof permitting 83% of available 
photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) light transmission but intercepting all 
rainfall during the growing season. Collected rainfall was re-applied to plots using 
sprinkler heads mounted in the corners of each plot at three rainfall levels (50%, 
100%, and 150% of ambient rainfall) after rainfall events. The experiment took place 
during several years of drought, and examination of long-term precipitation patterns 
showed that the highest treatment level (150%) was similar to the long-term average 
yearly rainfall, while the 50% treatment represented a severe drought (Supplemental 
Fig. 1). Hence throughout the manuscript these treatments are referred to from low to 
high rainfall as severe drought, moderate drought, and ambient rainfall. Soil moisture 
sensors confirm the efficacy of our rainfall treatments (Supplemental Fig. 2). The 
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polycarbonate roofs were removed from May to September each year. Plots were 
selected to have an existing community composition dominated by either native shrubs 
or exotic grasses within a patchy native-invaded landscape. Five replicates of each 
rainfall and community composition treatment were used (total n=30).  
Field methods 
Above- and below- ground decomposition was measured using litter of focal 
species to determine the contribution of altered rainfall, litter inputs, and aboveground 
vegetation type on decomposition responses to altered rainfall. Aboveground 
decomposition was measured using senescent leaf material of Salvia mellifera and 
Avena fatua collected from the experimental site, but outside of any experimental 
plots. Root biomass from Bromus madritenis and S. mellifera was harvested from 
plants grown in the greenhouse at the University of California San Diego Biological 
Field Station and used to measure belowground decomposition. B. madritensis was 
used as our exotic litter as seeds were not readily available to grow A. fatua. Finally, 
leaf material of S. mellifera was additionally decomposed belowground to directly 
compare above- and below- ground decomposition. Plant material was encased within 
1.5 mm aluminum mesh (10 cm × 10 cm), and these litterbags were used to measure 
decomposition rates over time. 
Aboveground litterbags with a starting mass of 2 dry weight equivalent grams 
were placed on the soil surface within the rainfall manipulation experiment on 6 June 
2014 and collected on 23 October 2014, 15 April 2015, 22 October 2015, and 15 April 
2016. Two replicates of each A. fatua and S. mellifera were collected from each plot at 
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each collection date, and mass loss was averaged at the plot level to avoid 
pseudoreplication (final n = 240). 
Belowground litterbags were buried 5 cm under the surface of the soil on 22 
October 2014 and collected on 17 August 2015 with one replicate per plot. Samples 
were processed in the lab including a portion removed for determination of ash-free 
litter mass. After processing, samples were put into new 1.5 mm aluminum mesh 
litterbag (10 cm × 10 cm) and re-buried at their original location on 1 October 2015 
and collected for a second time on 28 July 2016. Sequential measurement of mass loss 
was done with the root material as we had limited substrate. Litterbags containing B. 
rubens roots had a starting mass of 0.86 grams, on average, while litterbags containing 
S. mellifera roots started with 1.45 g, on average.  
After collection, oven dried litter was massed and corrected for ash-content 
and any potential mineral soil adhesion by combusting a ground subsample at 550° C 
for 4 hours.  
The fraction of solar radiation hitting the soil surface was measured at two time 
points using handheld meters. Photosynthetically active radiation was measured on 22 
April 2016. Ultraviolet radiation was measured on 14 July 2016. On both dates, solar 
radiation was measured above the vegetation and at the soil surface to calculate the 
fraction hitting the soil surface.  
Mescocosm experiment 
 Soil mesocosms were constructed in a controlled laboratory environment 
allowing us to determine if decomposition patterns observed in the field experiment 
were more likely driven by microclimate or by microbial community functionality 
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and/or composition differences among the treatments. Soil from the top 5 cm was 
collected from experimental plots used in the field experiment at the Santa Margarita 
Ecological Reserve. The soil was transferred to plastic cups 9.5 cm in diameter and 
spread 5 cm deep. The soil was placed on top of 5 cm of autoclaved sand to facilitate 
water drainage. Mesocosms were watered at 7-day intervals with 50 mL of deionized 
water, bringing the soils to field capacity. Mesocosms were left open to dry down 
between moisture pulses in an area with substantial air flow and ventilation, and 
incubated at 23 °C. Any germinating seeds were pulled from the mesocosms. 
Litter from A. fatua and S. mellifera were placed on separate mesocosms, and 
initial starting mass was 1 g. Litter was dried, weighed, and a ground subsample was 
combusted at 550° C for 4 hours after 28 and 56 days to determine ash-free mass loss. 
Because the mesocosms did not have any microclimate differences (temperature, 
shading) nor variation in soil moisture treatments (all received the same amount of 
water once brought into the lab), any observed differences in decomposition rates 
could be attributed to variation in the soil microbial community, and/or to accumulated 
differences in soil C and nutrients, as a result of the field treatments. 
Enzyme analysis  
 Potential extracellular activity of five enzymes involved in C- acquisition were 
measured including:   a-1,4-glucosidase (AGLUC), β-Glucosidase (BGLUC), 
cellobiohydrolase (CBH), β -1,4-N-acetylglucosaminidase (NAG), and β -1,4-
xylosidase (XYL). AGLUC contributes to the degradation of hemicelluloses including 
starch, BGLUC hydrolyzes secondary cellulose into glucose, CBH hydrolyzes primary 
cellulose dimers, NAG is involved in chitin degradation, and XYL creates 
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hemicellulose degradation products (Saiya-Cork et al. 2002). Activity was measured at 
two time points using soil collected from the field experiment on 21 Dec 2014 and 8 
Jan 2016. Soil was sampled to a depth of 15 cm using a 5 × 15 cm slide hammer soil 
core sampler, homogenized, and frozen until analysis. The sampling dates reflect the 
hypothesized greatest soil activity and roughly correspond to halfway between the first 
and second collection dates and halfway between the third and fourth dates. Enzyme 
activity is measured as maximum potential activity that could have contributed to 
degradation of the litter substrate at the second and fourth collection dates, and are 
presented accordingly with the decomposition data.  
Enzyme activity was measured according to methods described in Saiya-Cork 
et al. (2002). Briefly, one dry weight equivalent gram of soil was homogenized with 
110 V Polytron homogenizer (PT-MR 2100, Kinematica AG, Switzerland) at 15,000 
rpms into 125 mL pH 5, 50 mM sodium acetate buffer. Two hundred  µL of soil 
homogenate was combined with 50  µL of fluorometic substrate in a 96-well 
microplate. For each soil, blanks (buffer and soil solution), reference standards 
(standard and buffer) and negative control wells (substrate and buffer) were run to 
control for quenching by the substrate and buffer alone. The standard 4- 
muthylumbelliferone was used. Incubation for each plate occurred at 23 °C in the dark 
after which point 10 µL 0.5M NaOH was added to each well to improve fluorescence. 
Enzyme activity was read on a fluorimeter at 365 nm excitation and 450 nm emission 
and subsequently converted to micromoles of substrate converted per hour per gram of 
dry weight soil sample. All substrates and standards were obtained from Sigma 
Aldrich. 
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Statistical methods 
 Data analysis was performed in R version 3.3.2 (R Core Team 2016). At each 
harvest date, ash-free percent mass remaining was analyzed with a 3-way ANOVA 
where litter type (native or exotic), plot community composition (grass or shrub 
dominated) and plot rainfall treatment (50%, 100%, and 150% as a continuous 
variable) were fixed factors. Significance of all factors was evaluated with Type II 
tests using the Anova function in the car package (Fox and Weisberg 2011). As a post-
hoc test, significance of rainfall and community composition interaction terms was 
determined using linear models evaluating a given response to rainfall treatment for 
each community type. 
 Decay constants (k) were calculated by fitting ash-free percent mass remaining 
to a single exponential model, Xt/X0 = e-kt with Xt and X0 being the initial ash-free 
mass and the mass at time t, respectively (Adair et al. 2010). We used the nls function 
to fit nonlinear least squares to estimate k on untransformed data. As with analysis of 
mass loss, we analyzed the variation in k with a 3-way ANOVA using litter type, plot 
community composition and rainfall treatment as fixed factors. Above- and below- 
ground decomposition was compared using decay constants between S. mellifera 
leaves decomposing both above- and below- ground in a 3-way ANOVA using 
position (above- or below- ground), plot community composition and rainfall 
treatment as fixed factors. Only decay constants were compared here, as specific 
collection dates varied. Post-hoc tests on k were conducted in the same manner as with 
mass remaining. 
Results 
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Field experiment 
 In all cases, leaf and root material from the exotic species lost more mass than 
material from the native species (Fig. 1, Table 1). At the end of the field experiment, 
aboveground leaf litter from the exotic species lost 52% of original mass on average, 
while the native species only lost 35% of original mass. Differences in mass loss 
between the exotic and native species was similar belowground; 62% as compared to 
37% mass loss occurred in the exotic and native roots, respectively. Short-term results 
showing faster decomposition across a wider range of exotic species as compared to 
native species increase the generalizability of these findings within this system 
(Supplemental Fig. 3). 
Decomposition was initially insensitive to whether litter was placed in grass or 
shrub dominated plots, but beginning at the 10-month incubation, more litter mass was 
lost in grass dominated plots as compared to the mass loss seen in plots dominated by 
shrubs (Fig. 1, Table 1). After two years, the exotic leaf litter had lost nearly 1.5 times 
as much mass when decomposing in the grass community as compared to in the shrub 
community (62% compared to 40%, respectively, Fig. 1A). Native leaf litter showed 
the same trend, 44% mass loss occurred in the grass community while only 27% was 
lost in the shrub community (Fig. 1B). Root decomposition occurring belowground 
responded similarly, though the differences in mass loss between the community types 
were not as strong after two years. Both native and exotic roots lost on average 1.2 
times more mass when decomposing in grass communities as opposed to in shrub 
communities (Fig. 1C,D). Decomposition constants (k) reflect these differences 
observed between the plot community compositions with the grass dominated 
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communities having a faster decay constant (Fig. 2, Table 1). Decay rate (k) of the 
common substrate showed a significant position × plot composition interaction (F = 
13.258, p < 0.001) where only the aboveground substrate decomposed faster in the 
grass community (Tukey post-hoc, F = 38.10, p < 0.001) and there was no community 
effect belowground (Tukey post-hoc, F = 1.04, p = 0.317).  
The experimental rainfall treatment had inconsistent effects on mass loss. 
Belowground, rainfall had a main effect on mass loss after two years (Fig. 1C,D, 
Table 1) and affected the overall decomposition rate (Fig. 2C,D, Table 1). Roots in the 
severe drought treatment lost 45% of original mass as compared to losing 56% of 
original mass in the rainfall addition treatment (Fig. 1C,D). Aboveground, there was a 
significant interaction with plot composition and rainfall treatment at the 10-month 
incubation (Table 1). Here, greater rainfall tended to increase mass loss in the grass 
communities and decrease mass loss in the shrub communities (Fig. 1A,B), however, 
this interaction term was not robust to our post-hoc test (F = 0.50 and p = 0.483 for the 
grass community and F = 1.46 and p = 0.237 for the shrub community). Aboveground 
decay constants (k) were not sensitive to rainfall treatment (Fig. 2, Table 1). Our 
comparison of above- and below- ground decomposition using a common substrate 
corroborates these findings – a significant position × rainfall interaction (F = 5.98, p = 
0.079) and subsequent post-hoc tests reveal that only belowground decomposition 
decreases with growing drought severity (F = 11.36, p = 0.002 for belowground and F 
= 1.09, p = 0.305 for aboveground).  
Field conditions showed that percent radiation hitting the soil surface had 
differential responses to the drought treatments by community composition. UV 
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radiation had a significant community × rainfall interaction (F = 13.27, p = 0.001 for 
UV and F = 44.07, p < 0.001 for PAR) where UV radiation did not vary by rainfall 
treatment in the shrub communities with an average of 31% of UV radiation hitting 
the soil surface. In contrast, the fraction of UV hitting the soil surface depended 
strongly on rainfall treatment within the invaded community (p < 0.001) with an 
average of 87% of available UV radiation hitting the soil surface in the severe drought 
treatment to only 37% in the normal treatment (Supplemental Fig. 4B). During the 
height of the growing season PAR showed the same tread as UV radiation (community 
× rainfall interaction, F = 41.85, p < 0.001; Supplemental Fig. 4A).  
Mesocosm experiment 
 When microclimate was controlled and all mesocosms were watered equally in 
the lab to stimulate microbial decomposition, there were no significant effects of plot 
composition nor litter type on mass loss. At the first date where mass loss was 
measured, the exotic litter lost more mass when decomposing in mesocosms filled 
with soil originating from plots dominated by shrub vegetation while there was no 
difference in mass loss between the A. fatua or S. mellifera leaves in mesocosms filled 
with soil from grass dominated plots (Fig. 3, Table 2). Exotic litter also lost more mass 
when mesocosms were filled with soil subjected to increasingly severe drought 
treatments (Fig. 3A) while the native litter decomposition was not affected by field 
drought treatment (Fig 3B, Table 2). At the second collection date, the only significant 
effect was of field drought treatment where litter lost more mass when mesocosms 
were filled with soil subjected to increasingly severe drought treatments (Fig. 2, Table 
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2). Decay constants show that drought increases decomposition rate over this short-
term experiment, contrary to what we observed in the field (Fig. 4, Table 2). 
Enzyme analysis 
 Potential enzyme activity was higher in the plots with shrub canopy as opposed 
to with grass canopy at both time points (main effect, Fig. 5, Table 1). At the second 
collection date, there was significant interaction between enzyme type and plot 
composition with BGLUC having marginally significantly higher activity in shrub 
plots (p = 0.050) and CBH also having higher activity in the shrub dominated plots (p 
= 0.008) while the other enzymes were not significantly affected by plot composition 
at that date.  
Discussion 
Litter decomposition is jointly controlled by the composition of microbial 
decomposer communities, shifts in litter chemistry, and environmental conditions – all 
of which can vary in space and time (Swift et al. 1979). Within our experiment, we 
observed a strong influence of invasion on mass loss and decomposition rates both 
above- and below- ground. Specifically, decomposition was about 1.5 times faster for 
both leaves and roots of an exotic species as compared to a native species. This 
finding is consistent with a previous meta-analysis showing that invasion increased 
decomposition rates by 117%, on average, primarily due to differences in C:N and 
N:lignin (Liao et al. 2008). Lower C:N and higher C:lignin ratios are commonly found 
in exotic litter as compared to native litter, which increases decomposition rates and 
accelerates ecosystem nutrient cycling (Ehrenfeld 2003, Kourtev et al. 2003, Ashton et 
al. 2005, Broadbent et al. 2017). Similarly, we found exotic litter had lower C:N ratios 
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and lignin content compared with native litter, which is thought to drive faster 
decomposition of the exotic species (Supplemental Fig. 4).  
In addition to directly increasing decomposition through labile litter inputs, 
invasion also altered litter decomposition through site-level differences. Grass-
dominated sites had greater mass loss and faster decomposition rates for both roots 
and leaves than compared to sites dominated by native shrubs in the field experiment. 
This strong site effect strengthened over time and is likely attributable in part to 
feedback loops causing divergent microbial functioning and ecosystem process rates 
between invaded and native sites (Ehrenfeld 2003). Specifically, higher N content (and 
lower C:N litter ratios) of the exotic litter that stimulates decomposition rates may lead 
to enhanced decomposition other C sources. Findings from the lab incubation are 
consistent with this hypothesis. When all microclimate variables were removed 
between grass and shrub sites, this site-effect was reversed; invasive litter inputs 
decomposed faster in mesocosms with soils that had come from shrub dominated plots 
versus in soils originating from grass dominated plots. This reversal from the field 
experiment suggests that the microbial community under the shrub plots may be 
limited by the lower N content in the native litter (Cheng et al. 2008). Hence, exotic 
litter inputs were decomposed faster in soils historically receiving more recalcitrant 
litter inputs. This effect is not necessarily reflective of low concentrations of labile 
litter fractions in shrubs (Supplemental Fig. 5), regardless of potential physical 
protection of labile litter fractions by lignin fractions, nor dissolved organic C 
presence in field treatments (Castro, unpublished) but could indicate adaptation for 
shrub-associated microbes to decompose labile C quickly and hence have higher 
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background demand. Potential extracellular enzyme activity further supports this 
claim – higher activity for enzymes involved in C-acquisition was observed in the 
shrub sites suggesting higher microbial demand for C as compared to the grass sites. 
Alternatively, N limitation in shrub-associated soils could be alleviated with higher N 
content in exotic litter, hence increasing decomposition rates. However, enzyme 
activity of NAG does not support this hypothesis, suggesting that labile C limitation, 
in this context, may be a larger driver of microbially mediated decomposition 
differences.  
While invasion had uniform consequences on decomposition patterns, we 
found divergent results on altered precipitation on above- and below- ground 
decomposition. Our results indicate that shifting precipitation regimes only directly 
influence belowground decomposition rates. Belowground patterns fit expectations of 
climatic and tissue chemistry variables controlling root decomposition (Silver and 
Miya 2001). Roots decomposed slower in drought treatments as low soil moisture 
reduces microbial access to nutrients via diffusive transport, limits active microbial 
biomass, and lowers overall microbial activity (Parnas 1975, Bottner 1985). The 
laboratory experiment also showed an influence of precipitation despite running 
contrary to our hypotheses and observation of root decomposition. Here, faster 
decomposition rate constants were associated with soils originating from drought 
treatments. Drought may have caused an accumulation of labile C resulting from 
reduced diffusive transport of nutrients, and thus poised these soils for greater 
microbial activity when placed under ideal conditions (Meisner et al. 2015). 
Alternatively, microbial adaptation may have occurred over the course of the rainfall 
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manipulations, leading to a legacy of drought increasing short-term decomposition 
(Haugwitz et al. 2016). No difference in leaf tissue loss was directly attributable to 
rainfall treatment aboveground, however differential sensitivity to moisture in above- 
and below- ground decomposition rates have been similarly observed in other semi-
arid systems (Kemp et al. 2003, Austin et al. 2009). 
The contribution of abiotic photodegradation may help explain why 
aboveground decomposition was less sensitive to rainfall regimes than belowground 
decomposition. Buried under the soil surface, root decomposition is not subject to 
photodegradation. Still, in studies looking at aboveground decomposition exclusively, 
photodegradation has shown to increase decomposition rates by up to 60% in dryland 
systems (Austin and Vivanco 2006) through contributions by UV (200 – 400 nm) and 
blue-green (400 – 550 nm) wavelengths (Austin et al. 2016). The role of 
photodegradation in this experiment was not explicitly tested as the rainfall 
manipulation shelters blocked all UV rays for the growing season duration. Still, 
photosynthetically active radiation encompassing the blue-green spectrum (measured 
at peak biomass) and UV radiation (measured during the dry summer) indicates that 
the exotic sites under drought treatments have increased light penetration reaching the 
litter layer as compared to the normal precipitation scenario or any native sites 
(Supplemental Fig. 4). This interaction between site and rainfall arises from biomass 
production differences between treatments (Esch, unpublished data). The drought 
treatments were expected to have the lowest biotic activity and hence the contribution 
of abiotic photodegradation may outweigh or balance the effects of reduced biotic 
decomposition on aboveground substrates in this water-limited system, especially in 
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warmer and drier future climate scenarios (Almagro et al. 2015). No precipitation 
effect was observed in the native sites despite uniform light penetration across all 
rainfall treatments suggesting more complicated interactions with differential capacity 
of soil and litter to retain moisture after rain events in native versus exotic sites.  
This study highlights the importance of considering multiple global change 
factors in predicting the decomposition of litter pools under future climatic conditions. 
Invasion alone increased decomposition rates through multiple processes including 
direct (greater litter lability) and indirect (site-level) effects of changes in litter quality 
while drought reduced belowground decomposition rates mediated through soil 
activity in all cases. Belowground litter pools are potentially an overlooked 
mechanism by which dryland ecosystems may serve as a C sink in dry years despite 
co-occurring reductions in C uptake and biomass production. Combined, we suggest 
that growing drought severity and invasion can increase the relative importance of 
abiotic photodegradation, subsequently balancing any biotically mediated decreases in 
aboveground decomposition with growing drought severity – invasion reduces 
ecosystem litter pools, but especially during drought conditions.  
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Figures and Tables 
 
Figure 3.1:  Mass loss of litter (leaves vs roots) within the field plots (grass vs shrub 
dominated) using litterbags. Mean percent ash-free dry mass remaining over two years 
within the field experiment for four litter types –leaf litter from an exotic species 
decomposing aboveground (A), native leaf litter decomposing aboveground (B), or a 
belowground root decomposition of an exotic species (C) or a native species (D). 
Colors indicate rainfall treatment (red = severe drought, green = moderate drought, 
blue = normal precipitation), and points show the site composition (open triangle = 
dominated by grasses, closed circle = dominated by shrubs). Error bars show ± 1 
standard error.  
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Figure 3.2:  Decay constants within the field experiment based on exponential fits to 
data in Figure 1. First order decay constants (k) calculated over 2-years in the field 
experiment for aboveground decomposition of an exotic species (A), aboveground 
decomposition of a native species (B), belowground decomposition of an exotic 
species (C), and belowground decomposition of a native species (D). Note the 
different scale for panel C. Solid bars show shrub sites and open bars show grass sites. 
Error bars show ± 1 standard error. 
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Figure 3.3:  Mass loss within the mesocosm experiment for two litter types –leaf litter 
from an exotic species (A) and from a native species (B). Colors indicate the origin of 
mesocosm soil from the field rainfall treatment (red = severe drought, green = 
moderate drought, blue = normal precipitation), and points show the origin of 
mesocosm soil site composition (open triangle = dominated by grasses, closed circle = 
dominated by shrubs). Error bars show ± 1 standard error. 
 
 
Figure 3.4:  Decay constants within the mesocosm experiment. First order decay 
constants (k) calculated over 60 days across the three different rainfall origin 
treatments from the field experiment. Error bars show ± 1 standard error.  
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Figure 3.5:  Extracellular enzyme activity from the field experiment. Activity of  a-
1,4-glucosidase (A; AGLUC), β-Glucosidase (B; BGLUC), cellobiohydrolase (C; 
CBH), β -1,4-N-acetylglucosaminidase (D; NAG), and β -1,4-xylosidase (E; XYL) in 
the three different rainfall treatments (S = severe drought, M = moderate drought, N = 
normal precipitation) during the winter of the first and second years on which 
decomposition was measured in the field experiment. Solid bars show shrub sites and 
open bars show grass sites. Error bars show ± 1 standard error.   
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Table 3.2: Summary of effects in the microclimate experiment. Under identical 
laboratory treatments, the effects on mass loss and decay rates (k) of litter type (litter), 
and soil origin from different plot compositions (CC) and rainfall amount (rain). 
Significant effects are in bold. 
 
 
 
 
 
Appendix 3A 
 
Figure 3A.1:  Precipitation at the experimental site over the last 30 years. The rainfall 
applied during the two treatment years are shown in yellow (normal precipitation), 
orange (moderate drought), and red (severe drought). The 30-year average over these 
years is given by the horizontal black line. 
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Litter 1 1.13 0.292 3.45 0.069 1.47 0.231 
CC 1 0.49 0.487 0.90 0.347 0.81 0.374 
Rain 1 0.99 0.324 5.51 0.023 5.92 0.019 
Litter:CC 1 4.06 0.049 0.43 0.517 1.11 0.296 
Litter:Rain 1 6.24 0.016 0.19 0.664 0.98 0.326 
CC:Rain 1 0.08 0.776 0.00 0.952 0.03 0.855 
Litter:CC:Rain 1 0.20 0.660 3.28 0.076 3.53 0.066 
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Figure 3A.2:  Soil moisture before and after a rain event (applied on December 24 
2015). The rainfall applied during the two treatment years are shown in yellow 
(normal precipitation), orange (moderate drought), and red (severe drought). On the 
date of rain application, the drought treatments had significantly lower soil moisture 
(F = 5.68, p = 0.024) and the 10 cm depth had greater soil moisture than the 30 cm 
depth (F = 5.59, p = 0.025). The grass plots had marginally more soil moisture than 
the shrub plots (F = 3.18, p = 0.085) and there were no other interactions. At the end 
of the measured period (Jan 3, 2016), the grass plots had higher soil moisture at 30 cm 
than the shrub plots at 30 cm (community x depth interaction, F = 4.27, p = 0.048; 
Tukey post-hoc p = 0.017).  
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Figure 3A.3:  Decomposition mass loss across multiple species in this ecosystem. Six 
species of each native and exotic are included. Exotic litters include Avena fatua, 
Bromus.madritensis, Centaurea.melitensis, Erodium cicutarium, Foeniculum vulgare, 
and Hirschfeldia.incana. Native species include Calochortus.splendens, 
Helianthus.gracilentus, Heteromeles arbutifolia, Salvia.apiana, Salvia mellifera, and 
Stipa pulchra. 
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Figure 3A.4:  Percent of PAR (A) and UV (B) irradiance hitting the soil surface. PAR 
was measured on 22 April 2016. UV radiation was measured on 14 July 2016.  
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Figure 3A.5:  Litter fractions of senesced Avena fatua and Salvia mellifera. Carbon 
and N content show that Avena is 0.78% N and 41.67% C whereas Salvia has 0.71%N 
and 48.19% C.  
 
Chapter 3, in full, is currently being prepared for submission for publication of the 
material. Esch, E. E., S. P. Castro, D. Lipson, and E. E. Cleland. The dissertation 
author is the primary investigator and author of this paper.  
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CHAPTER 4  
Ultraviolet radiation and precipitation do not interact to shift relative biotic and abiotic 
controls on decomposition of shrub or grass litter 
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Abstract 
Solar radiation makes a large contribution to decomposition processes in arid and 
semi-arid systems. Increasing drought severity and invasion by exotic species are two 
dominant global change factors in these systems and could impact the relative 
importance of biotic and abiotic controls on litter decomposition via greater moisture 
limitation and shifting litter inputs. This study manipulated ultraviolet (UV) radiation 
under two precipitation treatments to test if the relative importance of abiotic 
decomposition increases with growing aridity on two litter species –a dominant 
invasive and dominant native species in southern California shrubland ecosystems. 
UV radiation increased mass loss of the invader over two years which was driven by 
accelerated loss of hemicellulose and cellulose litter fractions. Mass loss of the native 
species did not respond to UV manipulation suggesting that invasion can increase 
ecosystem sensitivity to photodegradation. Within the precipitation treatments, we did 
not observe indication that abiotic controls on litter decomposition increase in 
importance under future drought scenarios. However, natural background variation in 
precipitation patterns led to increased mass loss during the cool, wet winters and 
decreased mass loss during the hot, dry summers that this Mediterranean-type climate 
experiences. Hence, rainfall timing, rather than amount, may exert stronger influences 
on litter decomposition. In this system, UV and rainfall did not interact to influence 
decomposition. Only litter from the invader was sensitive to UV manipulation, thus 
abiotic contributions to litter decomposition may only increase in importance when 
coupled with invasion.  
Introduction 
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Litter decomposition is a fundamental part of ecosystem functioning, releasing 
organically bound nutrients for plant and microbial uptake and playing an important 
role in global carbon fluxes. Decomposition rates are predominately modeled using 
litter quality, temperature and moisture (Meentemeyer 1978, Gholz et al. 2000, Zhang 
et al. 2008). These factors exert control over microbial activity and hence are good 
proxies for biotically mediated decomposition rates but tend to under predict 
decomposition rates in arid and semi-arid systems (Paul and Gwynn-Jones 2003, 
Austin and Vivanco 2006, Throop and Archer 2009, Rutledge et al. 2010, King et al. 
2012). In these ecosystems, abiotic photodegradation may to explain faster litter 
decomposition rates than those predicted by models. While solar exposure has been 
estimated to increase decomposition rates by up to 60% (Austin and Vivanco 2006), 
the effect of solar radiation on litter decomposition depends on interacting factors, 
including system aridity and litter chemistry.  
Despite the importance of photodegradation in dryland ecosystems, water 
availability is still known to exert strong control over biogeochemical processes in 
these ecosystems (Noy-Meir 1973). Rewetting periods cause sharp increases in 
microbial mineralization of nutrients (Borken and Matzner 2009), yet the relative 
importance of photodegradation versus microbial decomposition may increase with 
greater site aridity. For instance, Brandt et al. (2007) showed that photodegradation 
increases decomposition only under dry scenarios in which the contribution of 
microbial activity on decomposition is limited by soil moisture availability. Given 
projections for increased drought severity in the coming decades (Dai 2013), abiotic 
controls on litter decomposition may increase in importance. 
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Litter chemistry can also influence biotic and abiotic decomposition processes 
in divergent ways. In particular, litter lignin fractions can be preferentially 
photodegraded as lignin absorbs UV radiation (Rozema et al. 1997, Day et al. 2007, 
Henry et al. 2008, Austin and Ballare 2010). Conversely, lignin inhibits biotic 
decomposition (Meentemeyer 1978, Cornwell et al. 2008) as few microbial 
decomposers can produce enzymes that break down the recalcitrant compound (Swift 
et al. 1979, Kirk and Farrell 1987). In combination, photodegradation can allow for 
more labile litter fractions, such as cellulose and hemicellulose, to be released from 
physical protection by lignin with this photopriming effect subsequently increasing 
rates of litter decomposition by microbes (Foereid et al. 2010, Austin et al. 2016). 
Still, neither the photopriming effect (Kirschbaum et al. 2011, Lin et al. 2015b) nor 
preferential photodegradation of litter lignin fractions (Lin and King 2014, Baker and 
Allison 2015) are universal, suggesting that the relative importance of biotic and 
abiotic controls on litter decomposition may be dependent on other litter variables.  
Litter chemistry varies with species identity, and large differences in 
decomposition rates between species are often attributable to species origin. For 
instance, litter from exotic species is found to have higher rates of decomposition by a 
factor of 2.17 on average compared to litter from native species (Liao et al. 2008). In 
dryland ecosystems, plant invasions tend to represent shifts in grass and shrub 
dominance. In many arid and semi-arid grassland and savannah ecosystems, woody 
encroachment is the dominant invasion process (Van Auken 2000, Archer et al. 2017). 
In other systems, such as Mediterranean-type ecosystems (Funk et al. 2016) and 
throughout much of the semi-arid western United States (Bradley et al. 2006), exotic 
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annual grasses are successful invaders into historically shrub dominated ecosystems. 
Despite the potential for species-level litter chemistry differences to mediate the 
importance of photodegradation, relatively few studies have considered more than one 
litter species and fewer still have considered different functional groups or species 
origin status (but see Day et al. 2015, Austin et al. 2016, Bosco et al. 2016). 
In this study, we measured mass loss of two litter types in a UV and rainfall 
manipulation experiment in attempts to untangle several interacting processes 
hypothesized to influence decomposition processes in dryland ecosystems. First, we 
expected that greater site aridity would increase the relative importance of UV 
photodegradation via progressive declines in microbial activity (Brandt et al. 2007). 
Second, we expected that litter from the exotic species would be less influenced by 
UV radiation as compared to native litter due to generalizable differences in litter 
chemistry including lower lignin content (Ehrenfeld 2010).  
Methods 
Photodegradation experiment 
Litterbags were deployed at the University of California San Diego Biological 
Field Station (La Jolla, CA, USA) in June 2014 under shelters constructed to 
manipulate ultraviolet (UV) radiation to determine the role of abiotic processes in 
decomposition. The manipulation shelters allow precipitation, nitrogen deposition, and 
other environmental factors to remain constant by using angled louvers (Brandt et al. 
2010). The clear plastic louvers are either "UV Pass" (material penetrated by 90% of 
solar radiation, including UV-A and UV-B rays, Solacryl SUVT®, Spartech Polycast, 
Stamford, Connecticut, USA), or "UV block" (material blocking 90% of UV-A and 
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UV-B rays, polycarbonate - Lexan XL-1®, GE, Pittsfield, Massachusetts, USA). 
Precipitation treatments (ambient, water addition) were imposed upon the UV 
treatments using rainfall amendments (n = 5 for each treatment, n=20 plots total).  
Under each treatment, senescent leaf litter from two species (Avena fatua and 
Salvia mellifera) were deployed with sixteen replicates of each species per treatment 
(n = 320 total). Litter substrate was collected from the San Diego State University 
Santa Margarita Ecological Reserve (San Diego County, CA, USA). The collection 
site is dominated by coastal sage scrub vegetation. At the site, A. fatua is a common 
invasive grass and the shrub S. mellifera dominates the native vegetation biomass. 
Two grams dry weight equivalent of litter substrate were encased within 1.5 mm 
aluminum litterbags (10 cm x 10 cm). Litterbags were deployed on 11 June 2014 
coinciding with the period by which annual vegetation has senesced and semi-
deciduous shrub species drop leaves. Litterbags were collected on 27 October 2014, 1 
July 2015, 22 October 2015 and 1 July 2016. At each collection date, four replicates of 
each species were collected from all treatments. Visible soil was removed from 
remaining litter before dry samples were weighed. Ash-free dry mass loss of collected 
samples was determined by combusting a portion of the sample at 550° C for 4 hours. 
Replicates were averaged at the plot level avoid pseudoreplication.  
Ambient rainfall varied over the four time points and encompassed two dry 
summer periods and two wet winter periods. The first collection date experienced 16.8 
mm of ambient rainfall between deployment and collection date. Between the first and 
second collection dates an additional 183.9 mm fell. The two following time points 
added 67.8 mm, and 196.6 mm of rainfall, sequentially (Supplemental Fig. 1). The 
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manipulative precipitation treatment achieved by adding an additional 50% of ambient 
precipitation to the plots. Additional rainfall was sprinkled over the appropriate 
treatments using a rain gauge to measure amount applied. Small ambient rainfall 
events (<12 mm) had added precipitation calculated by volume per plot area and was 
applied with a watering can to maintain greater precision. At the litter-origin site the 
30-year average wet-season (October – April) rainfall is 278 mm (standard deviation ± 
148 mm), hence our rainfall treatments deployed over the winter received, on average 
between the two years, 68% (ambient treatment) and 103% (water addition treatment) 
percent of normal winter precipitation.  
Litter fractions 
 Litter (0.5 g) was analyzed for carbon fractions on an ANKOM Fiber Analyzer 
(Ankom Technology, Macedon, NY, USA). Cell soluble, hemicellulose, cellulose, and 
lignin fractions were determined on ground subsamples (0.5 g) using sequential 
extractions and reported on an ash-free dry mass basis. Percent lignin has previously 
shown to increase over time from initial concentrations, due to a build-up of lignin-
like microbial by-products (Brandt et al. 2010, Baker and Allison 2015, Bosco et al. 
2016) 
Statistical methods 
 Data analysis was performed in R version 3.3.2 (R Core Team 2016). At each 
harvest date, ash-free percent mass remaining was analyzed with a 3-way ANOVA 
where litter type (A. fatua or S. mellifera), UV treatment (UV pass or UV block) and 
rainfall treatment (ambient or water addition) were fixed factors. Significance of all 
factors was evaluated with Type II tests using the Anova function in the car package 
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(Fox and Weisberg 2011). Litter chemistry fractions were analysed separately for each 
species in a 3-way ANOVA with litter fraction type (cell soluables, hemicellulose, 
cellulose, or lignin), UV, and rainfall treatments as factors. 
 Decay constants (k) were calculated by fitting ash-free percent mass remaining 
to a single exponential model, Xt/X0 = e-kt with Xt and X0 being the initial ash-free 
mass and the mass at time t, respectively (Adair et al. 2010). We used the nls function 
to fit nonlinear least squares to estimate k on untransformed data. As with analysis of 
mass loss, we analyzed the variation in k with a 3-way ANOVA using litter type, UV 
treatment and rainfall treatment as fixed factors.  
Results 
 In all cases – mass loss at all collection dates and decay constants – litter from 
A. fatua decomposed faster than S. mellifera (Figs. 1,2 , Table 1). During the 2-year 
incubation, 60% and 53% of mass was loss for A. fatua and S. mellifera, respectively 
(Fig.1). Aggregated over time, the decay rate (k) was 1.3 times greater for A. fatua as 
compared to S. mellifera (Fig. 2).  
No significant effects of rainfall treatments, neither main effects nor 
interactions, were observed throughout the course of the experiment. Still, very little 
mass loss occurred between deployment and the first collection date (average of 6% 
and 2% for A. fatua and S. mellifera, respectively) but rapid mass loss occurred 
between the first and second collection dates (average of 37% and 31% for A. fatua 
and S. mellifera, respectively) (Fig. 1). These time points corresponded with a dry 
summer period followed by the wet winter season. During the second year of 
decomposition, average mass loss of S. mellifera litter followed a similar pattern 
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between dry and wet seasons (an additional 8% mass was loss from the second to the 
third collections while 14% was lost between the third and fourth collection dates) 
while average seasonal patterns of A. fatua mass loss had more complicated 
interactions with UV treatment (Fig. 1, Table 1). Over time, mineral soil accumulated 
on deployed litter (r2 = 0.67, p < 0.001 for A. fatua and r2 = 0.74, p < 0.001 for S. 
mellifera) although there were no interactions between soil accumulation and any 
other treatment variables indicating that it did not affect significance of observed 
findings. 
The effect of UV radiation on decomposition depended litter type. The decay 
rate (k) for A. fatua was 25% greater with UV radiation as compared to without, but 
UV had no effect on the decay rate of S. mellifera (Fig. 2, Table 1). The influence of 
UV on A. fatua’s decay rate was driven by significant differences in mass loss at the 
second and third collection dates (Fig. 1, Table 1). At these dates, the significant 
interaction between UV treatment and litter type shows that blocking UV radiation 
slowed mass loss only for A. fatua (Tukeys HSD, p < 0.001 at both dates) while S. 
mellifera mass loss was not affected by UV radiation (Tukeys HSD, p = 0.963 and p = 
0.643 at the second and third collection dates, respectively).  
The second and third collection dates both corresponded with greater loss of 
hemicellulose and cellulose litter fractions in A. fatua litter when exposed to UV 
radiation (Fig. 3, Table 1). At the second collection date, the UV pass treatment also 
accelerated loss of soluble cell contents while the third collection date saw less lignin 
litter fractions in the UV pass as compared to the UV block treatment (Fig. 3, Table 1). 
Litter fractions of S. mellifera largely did not respond to treatments, although there 
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was a significant litter fraction × UV × Rainfall interaction although post-hoc tests 
revealed no significant differences between individual treatment (Supplemental Fig. 2, 
Tukey HSD, p > 0.05 in all cases).  
Discussion 
This study indicates that UV radiation’s influence on decomposition rates is 
strongly dependent on litter characteristics. Over two years we showed that UV 
radiation either increases decomposition rates by 25% or has no attributable difference 
in decomposition rate depending on litter species. This variation in overall UV effect 
is similar to high and low values previously documented - Austin and Vivanco (2006) 
found 33% increases in decomposition attributable to UV radiation over 18 months 
while Kirschbaum et al. (2011) found no measurable effect of UV on mass loss over 
60 days.  
The two litter types used in this study represent a dominant invasive grass and 
native shrub species at our study site. UV radiation only influenced decomposition 
patterns of the invasive grass litter, suggesting that invasion may increase ecosystem 
sensitivity to UV radiation. While contrasting effects of photodegradation on native 
versus exotic species has not previously been documented, Day et al. (2015) showed 
the opposite effect with stronger UV effects on shrub rather than grass litter – they 
found 1.4 times more shrub litter was decomposed when UV radiation was present as 
compared to blocked after 14 months in the field while only 1.2 more mass was lost in 
grass litter under their UV pass treatment. Similar influences of UV radiation on litter 
mass loss regardless across multiple litter species spanning grass and shrub species has 
also been shown (Austin et al. 2016, Bosco et al. 2016). Poor agreement on the 
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direction and magnitude of UV radiation’s effect on decomposition across different 
litter types indicates a clear need to expand photodegradation studies to incorporate 
more diverse litter types and across functional groups and species origin status.  
Surprisingly, UV radiation had a greater effect on the litter species with lower 
initial lignin content (A. fatua) in contrast to the original hypothesis about lignin being 
more photo-reactive than other litter fractions (George et al. 2005). Moreover, the UV 
effect was largely driven by preferential degradation of hemicellulose and cellulose 
litter fractions rather than lignin. Hemicellulose and cellulose made up larger fractions 
of the A. fatua litter than did lignin (30 %, 36%, and 4%, respectively), hence it is 
perhaps not surprising that decomposition patterns would indicate degradation of the 
most abundant litter fractions. Preferential degradation of hemicellulose and cellulose 
in litter with low initial lignin concentrations has been previously shown (Brandt et al. 
2007, Lin and King 2014, Baker and Allison 2015) and NMR spectroscopy has 
confirmed that hemicellulose degrades faster with UV exposure (Lin et al. 2015a) as a 
potential mechanism influencing this result.  
While we expected that decomposition of S. mellifera would be strongly 
influenced by UV radiation due to higher lignin content as compared to A. fatua (10% 
versus 4%), S. mellifera decomposition patterns were not influenced by UV radiation. 
Despite high lignin content, this substrate was comprised of mostly cell solubles 
(71%) and we have no evidence to suggest that this litter fraction is sensitive to UV 
radiation. It is likely that the lignin fraction of S. mellifera offers physical and 
chemical protection against decomposition to the more labile litter fractions (Boerjan 
et al. 2003, Talbot et al. 2012). Alternatively, recent evidence suggests that blue-green 
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wavelengths (400-450 nm) rather than UV wavelengths may have the strongest effects 
on lignin decomposition (Austin et al. 2016). As visible wavelengths penetrated all our 
treatments, our higher lignin litter may have experienced similar contribution of 
photodegradation of lignin fractions across our manipulations. While litter lignin 
fractions increased over time for both focal species in our study, the acid detergent 
method of lignin determination is known to contribute lignin-like microbial waste 
products to this fraction, hence we cannot rule out the potential influence of blue-
green radiation. 
Notably, though we showed an overall effect of UV radiation on mass loss (k) 
for the shrub litter, the UV effect was highly apparent at our 12 and 15-month 
incubation periods but not after 24 months. The long-term effect of UV radiation on 
decomposition may be substantially different than short-term patterns, though UV 
radiation studies rarely last longer than 2 years (but see Brandt et al. 2007). This 
pattern may be analogous to the effect of leaf litter nitrogen content on decomposition 
– high foliar nitrogen increases initial mass loss, but emerging evidence shows that 
nitrogen has long-term negative effects on decomposition (Hobbie 2015). 
Temporal patterns in mass loss mirror background variation in precipitation 
patterns even though supplemental rainfall did not accelerate decomposition. 
Decomposition studies spanning at least one year generally find highest mass losses 
during wet seasons (Brandt et al. 2007, Brandt et al. 2010, Lin and King 2014) similar 
to our findings. We initiated the experiment at a biologically relevant time 
corresponding to when senesced litter would begin degrading, thus the first collection 
point was deployed exclusively during the dry season. Here it is not surprising that 
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very little mass loss was observed. It is thought that appreciable rainfall is needed to 
transport photodegraded litter fractions into the soil matrix.  
While our study did not set out to alter the frequency of precipitation events, 
this could be a more important factor rather than precipitation amount in driving biotic 
contributions to litter decomposition (Smith et al. 2010) offering an explanation to the 
apparent contrast in effect of precipitation across and within seasonal time frames. 
While we did not measure soil moisture over the course of the experiment, our 
experimental site is well drained site with high background evaporation rates. It is 
likely that dry-down rates were similar between treatments at the soil surface where 
litter bags were deployed. Alternatively, diurnal processes have recently been 
recognized for their strong influence in regulating differences between biotic and 
abiotic decomposition processes (Gliksman et al. 2017). All our treatments 
experienced the same day/night conditions which may have masked the rainfall effect. 
Still further, this experiment coincided with a historic drought (Robeson 2015); an 
aridity threshold beyond which microbial functioning could severely decline may have 
been exceeded (Smith 2011). 
This study shows the importance of considering multiple litter types when 
evaluating the role of photodegradation on decomposition processes, especially where 
there are predicted changes in species composition because of global change 
processes. Mass loss trends between UV treatments in this experiment reveal that there 
may be more complicated interactions with photodegradation over long time scales. 
Finally, while seasonal variation in rainfall influenced decomposition patterns, greater 
resolution in moisture gradients within and across sites is needed to determine the 
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potential importance of shifting biotic and abiotic decomposition processes. In 
combination, our results indicate that predicted climate change will only alter the 
contribution of UV radiation to litter decomposition depending on species-specific 
response to photodegradation, and that invaded areas may see greater litter mass loss 
attributable to photodegradation. 
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Figures and Tables 
 
Figure 4.1:  Fraction ash-free mass remaining over two years for Avena fatua (A) and 
Salvia mellifera (B) litter under manipulative ultraviolet (UV) radiation and rainfall 
treatments. UV treatments either allowed UV radiation to penetrate the litter (pass) or 
blocked UV rays from reaching the decomposing litter (block). The water addition 
treatment is indicated by green points and the ambient rainfall treatment is shown in 
red. Closed circles indicate UV block treatment and open circles indicate UV pass 
treatment. “***” indicates significance at p < 0.001.  
 
Figure 4.2:  Effects of UV and precipitation manipulation on litter decay constant (k, 
year-1) from a single exponential decay model for Avena fatua (A) and Salvia mellifera 
(B) litter. 
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Figure 4.3:  Figure 3. Effects of UV treatment on percent of initial litter fractions 
remaining for Avena fatua on A) cell soluables, B) hemicellulose, C) ceulllose, and D) 
lignin and other recalcintrants across all collection dates. Fraction of original litter is 
presented (such that their summation at each date plus mass loss equals 100%). 
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Appendix 4A 
 
 
Figure 4A.1:  Ambient rainfall (mm) over the course of the experiment shown as 
cumulative rainfall for each litter deployment period. Dots indicate rainfall events and 
red lines indicate collection dates.  
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Figure 4A.2:  Effects of UV treatment on percent of initial litter fractions remaining 
for Salvia mellifera on A) cell soluables, B) hemicellulose, C) ceulllose, and D) lignin 
and other recalcitrants across all collection dates. Fraction of original litter is presented 
(such that their summation at each date plus mass loss equals 100%). 
 
Chapter 4, in full, is currently being prepared for submission for publication of the 
material. Esch, E. E., J. King, and E. E. Cleland. The dissertation author is the primary 
investigator and author of this paper. 
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CONCLUSION 
Growing drought severity and increasing invasion by exotic species are 
individually recognized for their impacts on ecosystem functioning. Still, it is unclear 
how these two global change processes might interact, and this dissertation set out to 
ask how invasion alters ecosystem response to drought. I found that invasion increases 
ecosystem sensitivity through a variety of pathways. First, drought reduced ecosystem 
productivity, but the reduction in productivity was more severe for invaded 
communities. Second, invasion coupled with drought had little additional effects on 
soil microbial activity despite invasion promoting greater soil activity under high 
rainfall conditions. These microbial processes translated into informing litter 
decomposition rates which were indirectly impacted by invasion – drought had 
negative effects on microbial activity (and hence decomposition processes) - but 
invasion also indirectly accelerated rates of abiotic decomposition via altered canopy 
architecture (and greater light penetration to the litter layer and role of abiotic 
decomposition). I also found evidence that invaded areas might have greater 
decomposition rates attributable to abiotic sources than native species, although 
potentials shifts between the relative importance of biotic and abiotic decomposition 
processes with growing drought severity is still unclear. In sum, my dissertation 
suggests that invasion coupled with drought will reduce carbon stored in aboveground 
pools and the persistence of litter carbon pools. Semi-arid and arid ecosystems are 
known for their importance on global carbon cycles, but these two interacting global 
change factors may decrease the ability of dryland ecosystems to function as seasonal 
carbon sinks.  
